Aircraft Search and Acquisition Services
For over 40 years as corporate aviation advisors and hundreds of successful projects, CCI is a recognized
leader in the business and corporate aviation business. Our expertise, 40+ years of experience, and diverse
skills save aircraft purchasers money, time and to avoid the pitfalls that can accompany an aircraft selection,
inspection and purchase. In today's continuing COVID-19 environment we are all aware that these are new
and challenging times. This is especially true when it comes to air transportation for personal or business
travel. The alternatives to flying the airlines and using public airports during the COVID-19 crisis could mean
it is time to buy or lease a private aircraft. The acquisition of a private aircraft is complex and can be
confusing in finding the right aircraft, controlling costs and managing the pitfalls of an aircraft acquisition.
CCI's advisory services are comprehensive and can successfully accomplish your aviation objectives. You
will find CCI’s professional experience, proven expertise and worldwide network and resources will make the
difference in answering your initial questions and guiding you to the proper next step.

Acquiring an aircraft and then arranging for the professional management and operation can require
complicated decisions and exerience in aircraft management. CCI’s aircraft management experience and
diverse skills will significantly benefit you in establishing your flight operations. All of CCI’s aircraft search
and acquistion services come with a full performance guarantee.

Give us a call to discuss your aircraft acquistion questions. CCI has a well-established reputation for
performance and integrity. We can provide you with the highest references from previous clients, or you can
hear and read comments from clients we have served at www.flycci.com under the “Testimonials” tab.
Contact Dennis A. Blackburn, CCI's President and Founder at +1.832.647.7581. Your call will be confidential
and promptly handled to get you started toward a successful aircraft acquisition.
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